
 

Discovery Southeast is hiring an outdoor educator to lead hands-on nature education classes for 

elementary and middle school children.  Ideal candidates have experience teaching in a classroom, 

leading groups outdoors, and developing lessons, curriculum and teaching materials.  We hope to find 

someone who is organized and can oversee the programs they run, which may include: supervising staff, 

collaborating with community groups, and writing or reporting grants for programs.  Candidates should 

be committed to providing children formative experiences outdoors, and we hope to find someone who 

is looking for stable employment for several years.  Our immediate need is part time, but we may be 

able to make this into a three-quarter time position with benefits, if the candidate has the right 

background to serve several of our needs. 

Since 1989 Discovery Southeast has provided education and exploration deepening Southeast Alaskans 

connection with nature. The regional non-profit was started by outdoor leaders who wanted to ensure 

that local residents, particularly children, experience the same local grandeur available to visiting 

tourists. Today, with many of those same founders still involved, our core programs teach elementary 

children to learn and explore though nature. We strive to reach all Juneau children, with an emphasis to 

include those who might not otherwise be introduced to the outdoors at a young age. 

Hours vary based on interest, from 5 to 30 hours per week, at a rate of $20-25 per hour.  From 5 to 18 

hours can include work as a Lead Naturalist, teaching nature education to elementary school classes.  

Additional hours can include: running enrichment programs, developing new programs, educational 

materials, and contributing to organizational management (community outreach, fundraising, etc). This 

position can accommodate individuals who have other seasonal work.  Our school classes are fall, 

winter, and spring, and each season  of classes can be distributed throughout the season, or more 

condensed to accommodate time off in-between seasons.  Summer work as a day-camp counselor is 

also available for candidates seeking year-round employment. 

Using curriculum developed from Discovery Southeast’s 28 year history of providing nature education, 

and in coordination with classroom teachers, Naturalists plan and teach lessons designed to awaken 

children to a comfort and connection with nature, and a better understanding of the natural world.  The 

lessons are aligned with Juneau School District science standards and the naturalist will work with 

classroom teachers to tailor the nature studies lessons with what students are learning in the classroom. 

Programs occur partly in classrooms and mostly outdoors. Besides engaging children’s curiosity and 

senses, lead naturalists are responsible for classroom management and keeping a classroom of students 

safe.  Our enrichment programs include more adventure and recreation than our school-based 

programming.  For those, the naturalist will be responsible for a group of children outside of school 

hours, engaging them in the natural world. Groups include primary age students (ages 6-9), 

intermediate (ages 10-12) and middle school (ages 12-15). Besides knowledge of the outdoors and a 

focus on safety, instructors need to bring enthusiasm for recreational activities, and energy to attract 

youth to the programs. 

Interested candidates may submit a cover letter and resume to Shawn Eisele, at 

executivedirector@discoverysoutheast.org.  More information about our programs is at 

DiscoverySoutheast.org. 


